Keywords: liberal capitalism / militarism / queer Asian women / queer of color critique / time studies / transpacific studies My father was thinking of ways to skip school when his house was bombed. "It was a woman with a fruit basket trying to kill the group of officers having breakfast downstairs," he told me. I thought you knew everyone in your village. Who was it? He was too slow to answer. I ran through all of the nameless women
foreclosed on both sides of the Pacific? I evoke this story of my queer childhood in the Vietnamese diaspora not to embark on a personal journey for recognition, nor to democratize history by including another omitted transoceanic minority in the story of the Vietnam War. Rather, I recount my relationship to the past of militant Vietnamese women fighters during the Vietnam War to think deeply about this scene of historical loss, epistemological absence, and foreclosed future possibility. This paper engages the politics of history and belonging in militarized worlds-that is, to raise fundamental questions about the discipline of history in the study of the Vietnam War, its telos, and what I will argue are the unknowable, queer futures that escape history's received categories of understanding.
I examine the politics of modern historiography as it coheres around this figure I am calling the VSW, or Vietnamese women who bore arms during the war as both Viet Cong soldiers and as servicewomen in the former Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces. I call this figure "VSW" because she resists a stable geopolitical designation, referring to different significations and sometimes people depending on context. Her political designation often did not matter in US depictions of the war, as US soldiers conflated all Vietnamese women as potential enemies and engaged their representations as such. Part apparition, historical figure, icon, and real person, the specific image of militarized Vietnamese women is narrated in multiple imaginaries as a maniacal savage, a conniving Dragon Lady, a filial daughter and mother to the nation-or she is forgotten altogether. Cultural producers, scholars, and government officials alike call upon these token Oriental figures in common-sense processes of recognition, memory, and historical narrative in the Vietnam War archives. If the archives consist of "not a building, nor even a collection of texts, but the collective imagined junction of all that was known or knowable, a fantastic representation of an epistemological master pattern," then the VSW is made up of multiple and incommensurable practices-a mobile, palimpsestic point in which many subjectivities and even collective practices of subjectivity intersect (Richards 1993, 11) .
How "the Vietnamese woman" in US discourse is consolidated as a temporally coherent category over time has everything to do with how histories are translated from many individual memories and recollections of events into a collective, authorized, "public" past. Dominant interests in the present mediate a past and its meanings to build a single developmental telos from "then" until "now." This processing of the authorized archives is obviously political, shaped by the hegemonic interests of the present. Under political modernity, the conception of history becomes a division of processes: the narrative development of modern liberal subjects, aesthetics, and cultures (concepts such as the state, capitalist enterprise, the idea of the subject, democracy, social justice, citizenship, human rights, and private/public distinctions all bear the burden of European thought and historicism) is segregated from those processes, places, and people cast as failed, irrelevant, and nonmodern.
1 Lisa Lowe (2015b) describes this practice of developmental, modernist historicism as working within an "economy of affirmation and forgetting" that maps an asymmetrical racial-sexual imaginary of those people and places assumed to have progressed into embracing modern humanism and those racialized others who have not. In other words, the rationalizing logics of modern liberalism and the global, racializing processes that it elides are the very concepts through which time is narrated and history is studied. It is through this association of history and race that the legibility of the VSW gains its particular forms. What we know and what is knowable about the VSW is the production of gendered, sexualized, and racialized histories of war.
Paying attention to this process of historicism, I look at how the VSW's distinct shapes in the archives depend on the particular investments by those who represent and imagine the VSW. In what follows, I refer to the various ways US politicians and military personnel, the Vietnamese diaspora in the United States, and North American feminists narrated and imagined this figure. Though not the only communities to whom Vietnamese female soldiers were of political importance, these three groups represent key, dominant, extant historical narratives informing how Asian, Vietnamese, woman, and queerness are understood together: imperialist narratives (hegemonic US), minority nationalist narratives (Vietnamese American diaspora), and liberal feminist narratives (antiwar, lesbian, Third World, women of color feminist).
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These repeated narrative structures encompass much of what we have come to know as the Vietnam War's possible histories. While these various constituencies are contradictory in their aims, organic intellectual and political patterns emerge from the material social relations of US liberalism through which they all interact with permutations of tropes of VSW. This essay navigates through the complex geopolitical situation of the Vietnam War and the diverse influences that militarized Vietnamese women had in the imaginations, aspirations, and nightmares of those who would remember them. It tries to bring together and hold in suspension the conflicting goals of imperialist, US people of color, nationalist, and liberal feminist culture-makers as they mine the VSW figure for meaning, and in the process produce the fractures of the figure itself across time and space.
I seek to remain aware of moments of recognition and meaning making that ultimately fail, remain unstable, or that escape attempts to contain this figure in common processes of racial-sexual recognition, narrative, and historical teleology. I analyze these archives and imaginaries to articulate moments and racial-sexual schemata that exceed expression, exposing the unstable, and perhaps "queer" project of race, sexuality, and war. I argue that the operative usages of the VSW by various political projects in North America seemingly ossify the racial and capitalist logics used to understand the role of Vietnamese women in the war, but not inevitably so. The VSW is a particularly troublesome figure to pin down, appearing in contradictory and unexpected ways. For this reason, the VSW opens up important alternative and queer pasts-one that inevitably fails to completely reach dominant conceptions post-Vietnam presents, but also critically arrives at an alternative modality for living in the present as a queer Asian (Vietnamese) woman.
My aim here is not to evidence or make visible the VSW as a coherent and recognizably gay/lesbian/queer figure or to narrate a "hidden history" of Vietnamese revolutionary dykes. And yet, I also do not want to delegitimize longings for queer political identifications in Asian and/or Vietnamese diasporic histories. Rather, I turn to the VSW as an impossible figure that announces its possibility precisely in its confrontation with the politics of historical narration and the aporia of historical representation. The "queer" time of the VSW, then, is more accurately an experiment in the production of a new queer Asian political possibility, a queer of color historicism that gestures toward the strange, unpredictable futures that were foreclosed. This could encompass self-identified queer subjects, but I hope more to sustain queer Asian political possibility in the face of impossibilities and to open historical common senses to alternative imaginaries. I see queer of color historicism as a critique that seizes moments and social worlds that escape valuation and exceed intelligibility from "true" or "real" pasts which are posited in the service of the dominant interests and logics of the present.
I discuss the VSW as a way to reveal the racial-sexual operations of history itself, particularly as a narrative invocation of the past that disciplines subjects into present logics of knowable and productive sexuality, race, and gender. This trope can also provide a way to discuss how she ultimately does not conform to the logics imposed upon her. Many moments, scenes, and people escape, becoming unrecognizable within the racial-sexual teleological structures that "history" invests as the story of the present. I suggest that the queer time of things deemed "impossible" from/by/as history is always already charged with political force, as it is the material trace of a social formation that critically contradicts economic or political logics that authorize our relationship to pasts, presents, and futures. More concretely, I invoke these received narratives about Vietnamese women during the war to present the VSW as figure that both frustrates and realizes a queer Asian desire for historical ground on which to challenge racialized, gendered, and sexual epistemological regimes of US history. More broadly, I suggest that the overarching temporal structures of liberal capitalism shape and discipline the way the VSW has come to be understood and narrated over time.
History, Liberal Capitalism, and Impossible Futures
Whether it was US soldiers' insistence on her sexual primitiveness to justify the war, Vietnamese American burials of her subversion in calls for bourgeois, masculinist minority nationalism, or liberal feminists efforts to exalt her "natural" maternal predilection for feminist revolution and liberation, the role of the VSW was mobilized by a range of stakeholders in the US War in Vietnam for a range of differing political and economic reasons. In juxtaposing different representations of the VSW and putting them in the context of these differing investments, I trace the narrative, affective, and rhetorical patterns they deploy to stabilize different kinds of knowledge about Vietnamese women and their histories. I read across aesthetic texts and historical events as literature that constitutes a fragmented and internally conflicted archive of knowledge formations-colonial, feminist, diasporic, and so forth. Together, they produce the imagined junction of all that was known and knowable about the Vietnamese women who would enter the imaginations of those on the other side of the Pacific-a representation of an epistemological pattern. I demonstrate not only how the Vietnam War was (and continues to be) an epistemological project that produced the VSW in multiple, conflicting sites, but also how their struggles to comprehend this figure authorize particular histories at the expense of foreclosing others.
In tracking US imperial, minority nationalist, and liberal feminist narratives' mutual dependency and intersections of domination, I argue that while they had conflicting political aspirations, all groups use the figure of the VSW to replicate the normative developmental teleologies of liberal capitalism that also make "impossible" alternative organizations of social life, like those that would possibly house queer Asian women and their histories. Queer and trans of color critiques provide intersectional engagements with how investments in liberalism and its attendant sexism, queerphobia, and racism function to discipline bodies and limit the political possibilities of alternative social formations. My work in queer of color critique highlights the politics of liberal historicism and human difference, and the role of liberal capitalism in the determination of the relationship between past and present, and imagined futures. What happens between the times of expectation and the times of impossibility, and how do these structures discipline the archives and the racially, sexually estranged? 3 Following Ferguson's (2004) articulation of queer of color critique's epistemological intervention into liberal capitalist ideologies, making sense of the VSW as a figure that allegorizes an impossible heterogeneity requires an engagement with the multitude of contradictory ways liberalism and its normative investment in nation-state and capital have not only rationalized US militarization abroad (and at home), but have also captivated race-and gender-based articulations of freedom. For instance, scholars of postwar transpacific Asia such as Mimi Nguyen (2012) and Lisa Yoneyama (2016) have argued that the increasing presence of feminized, rehabilitated, racialized figures like the grateful Vietnamese refugee and the newly emancipated Japanese woman (in post-Vietnam War and post-WWII narratives, respectively) in US political arenas were used to both substantiate US myths of rescue and liberation, as well as to forget the ways this "gift of freedom" was predicated upon (continued) devastating violence.
Liberal humanist lexicons of liberty, progress, and human rights remain the prevailing way struggle and freedom are made legible. How must we, to engage Lisa Lowe's query, imagine what might have been of those "other humanities" that were "vanquished by liberal political reason and its promises of freedom" (Lowe 2015b, 175) .
Impossible visions and histories critically point to whatever escapes meaning and does not reproduce narratives deemed or speculated to be valuable under racial, capitalist logics. Here, the impossible critically gestures to the foreclosed and traces the horizon of queer and trans of color political possibility. 4 It traces what Dipesh Chakrabarty terms "History 2," a collection of histories whose "reproduction does not contribute to the reproduction of the logic of capital" (2000, 50) . History 2 gestures to the inherent epistemological instability of what he calls "History 1," narratives that trace the development and dissolution of liberal capitalism. History 1 is often understood as the usual or hegemonic temporal narrative(s) into which all subjects have or will transition according to the liberal nation-state. I see History 1 as the time of expectation, where human differences are translated, albeit imperfectly, into those who are important to the reproduction liberal capitalist ideology, subsuming the difference of History 2 into the accepted historical norms and categories of History 1. In this case, there are multiple History 1's of the Vietnam War that inadvertently reproduce the normative investments of liberal capitalism by exploiting culturally and socially constructed differences such as race, gender, region, and sexuality, while disavowing their intersecting saliency to forming social practices and subjects. History 2, then, represents those narratives rendered unavailable by liberal capitalism, tracing the racial-sexual formations made unthinkable by its processes of valuation. History 1 and its repetitions give the impression of not only what is left in the archives, but the subjects and stories deemed possible to imagine at all. This paper explicates the ways the VSW has been understood, assimilated, and erased in different liberal imaginaries (imperial, minority nationalist, and liberal feminist) to give the impression of what is knowable about this figure in the archives, and how certain performances of the VSW exceed those constraints.
While racial-sexually alienated subjects are produced out of and for liberal capitalism, they are also "in excess of state and capital's capacity to explain or characterize them" (Hong 2015, 88) . History 2, in my lexicon, can consist of particularly queer narratives that allow glimpses of Asian womanhood emerging as the incompletely claimed object of modern liberal fantasies. Queer in this sense does not categorically imply lesbian or gender-nonconforming, though those subjects are often relegated to the impossible. Rather, I use queer to align more with Chakrabarty's History 2, that is, a racial-gender schema forgotten or made illegible in discourses of liberalism, which exposes History 1's alleged coherence as ultimately a fallacy reliant upon the suppression of race, gender, sex, sexuality, and geography's mutually informed saliency to historical difference.
Imperial Imaginations of the Vietnamese Sniper Woman
During the early years of the war, US justifications for intervening in Vietnam were about saving the Vietnamese from communist tyranny, which relied heavily on eliciting public sympathy through the creation of ideal, femininized victims-helpless women (and children). Militant Vietnamese women, however, proved to be a nightmare for US public relations, as their personas often conflicted with racial-sexual formations the United States constructed to understand the war, its allies, and its enemies. Madame Nhu, the commander of the Women's Armed Forces Corps (a US ally), was notorious for her belligerence and the ease with which she criticized the United States (Bui 2012) . The famous photograph of her in an ao dai modified with a deep neckline, aiming before she shoots a few rounds with a gun, demonstrates the ways in which the Vietnam War media machine did not rely upon simplistic images of feminized, helpless Asians, and demonic Communists. She was not only staunchly anti-communist, but also did not hesitate to criticize the United States publicly, which made her a threat to US sovereignty. US officials feared her brazen outspokenness and worried that her role in despotic governmentality would not be amenable to their mission in South Vietnam. By 1963, Life published a feature on Madame Nhu for the last time, describing the "erosion of her 'positive' symbolic function," and blaming the crisis in Diem's government on her tactlessness, antifreedom feminism, and noncompliancy (read: refusal to submit to US advisory motions).
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She did not fit into the United States's ideological vision of Asian womanhood and modernity, and so was remembered as a domineering Dragon Lady excluded from future discussions of the war.
On the Viet Cong side, US newsmagazines focused on Nguyen Thi Binh, a communist leader who was seen as the "beautiful Asian face" of a masculinized, demonic communist enemy (Gellhorn 1988) . Binh, the foreign minister of the National Liberal Front, was the only woman present at the Paris Peace talks. In contrast to Nhu and to early wartime US propaganda about communist evil, Binh's modest and gracious public persona fueled US-based antiwar groups, and she was particularly influential to feminist peace mobilizations.
Nhu and Binh, as flesh examples of the VSW, troubled politicians as highly public celebrity figures who destabilized US "narrations of its own rise to sovereignty" in the post-WWII era (Keeling 2007, 77) . In this section, I explore how and why the VSW haunted postwar US representations of Vietnamese women as the queer ghosts of History 2.
US Vietnam War products produced powerful narratives that do the important work of mediating and resolving a contradiction of racial capitalism-here, the contradiction between US anticommunist containment policies (a rhetorical alibi for US capitalism's need for cheap, racialized, feminized labor in Southeast Asia) and for the maintenance of its image as protector and liberator. 6 The appearance of Vietnamese women fighters in Vietnam War films and books is one of the most striking examples of the tensions and inconsistencies that arise in the story of why and how the US "lost the war but won the peace." The VSW haunts these narratives as the unresolved trace of a war, as Yoneyama (1999) terms, "amnestically remembered" as against poor, "backwards" enemies and for the freedoms of the needy (32). 7 As women, the VSW resists ideas of Vietnamese women being both the ideal objects of US rescue fantasies and the ideal workers for flexible, menial, eroticized labor by embodying the gender-queerness of an unconventional enemy that confounds the boundary between victim/perpetrator, home/battlefield. They act within the temporalities of History 2, incompletely translated into History 1's narrative of US liberation and rehabilitation, and threating to expose its myths of liberation as nothing more than an alibi for its mission of securing a servicing country from the Global South. Nowhere is this imperfect translation more clear than in the appearances of the VSW, where the contradictions-between revolutionary Third World anticolonialism and US Cold War liberal imperialism; the most advanced socialist military in the poorest peasant economy; and the utterly unfair balance of physical and political force-were condensed and embodied in the form of a young Vietnamese woman carrying weapons of destruction.
The mid-1970s saw the beginning of a new genre of Vietnam War films and fiction that enacted US anxieties about its role in the war and its ultimate defeat. For the purposes of this paper, they generally follow two patterns: films without any significant involvement of female Vietnamese characters, like Rambo (1985) , Platoon (1986), and Apocalypse Now (1979); and those involving Vietnamese women as prostitutes, war brides, or prostitutes, like in Off Limits (1989), or the musical Miss Saigon (1989) . The majority of scholarship on Vietnamese women in US cultural discourse in the past three decades, understandably, focuses on Vietnamese women's constructed primitivism, submissiveness, and hypersexuality and the United States' denial of its role in their ineligibility for reproductive safety and respectability (Marchetti 1994; Christopher 1995; Shimizu 2007; Park 2007) . That said, not enough attention has been paid to the incomplete ways the VSW are assimilated into these images, nor its implications for queer of color political imaginaries. I now turn to some of the rare instances where Vietnamese women were depicted as soldiers.
One such film is Stanley Kubrick's Full Metal Jacket (1987) , which portrays the pathological psychosexual development of hypermasculinity during the Vietnam War as intimately connected to the myths of US technological and military superiority, and its status as rightful protector of freedom. In their socialization and training in the first half of the movie, US Marine recruits link their weapons to their sexual expression and their identification of sex with martial violence. With their rifles in one hand, and their crotch in the other, they chant: "This is my rifle! This is my gun!" and "This is for fighting! This is for fun!" Here, military weaponry is used as a tool of heterosexual manhood. In this context, I explore the political significance of the VSW's striking appearance with a large gun near the end of the film as a juxtaposition to the soldiers' (jammed) gun.
In many ways, Full Metal Jacket re-creates the imperial logics and social relations embedded in a particular History 1-the linear, developmentalist history of colonialism and liberalism. The film recycles older imperial knowledge formations about "oriental depravity," epitomized by the trope of degenerate, poor Vietnamese prostitutes in a war-torn land depicted as being further away from liberal ideas of civilization and human freedom. Kubrick replicates common US tropes of hypersexual Vietnamese prostitutes to narratively mediate the soldiers' masculinity with scenes associating sexual aggression with killing. While the US soldiers are also arguably constructed as having a perverse, non-heteronormative sexuality, the film does not represent their primitivism nor the natural sexual state of white men as much as it allegorizes the albeit toxic US military superiority and economic power. Vietnamese women's hypersexuality and poverty are also the foil for the preordained modernity of US military sophistication, embodied by the white soldier. Both are important historical teleologies that work to justify war as a means to "rescue history" for those anachronistic, barbaric people and give them time to resemble the modern US observer-or for the "gook" to become the American it, presumably, always wanted to be. 8 As Mimi Nguyen has shown, the alibi of the United States' "gift of freedom" to the "unfree" is yet another imperial technique that relies on modern liberal historicism, or the narrative development of modern liberal subjects, aesthetics, and cultures from backwards, primitive societies to civil democratic ones (M. Nguyen 2012) .
Halfway through the film, though, Kubrick seemingly challenges common US representations of the Vietnam War by introducing a female Viet Cong soldier. The climax of the film features US soldiers massacred by a Viet Cong sniper woman. Of course, the audience and the soldiers do not know the gender of the Viet Cong sniper until the film's end: the sniper remains faceless for most of the movie. Her striking appearance in the climax of the movie suggests that audience members and the soldiers are to "discover" their killer, and then realize she is but a teenage girl. At first she is seen from afar by a vague outline of the back of the body. Joker's rifle jams, alerting the sniper to his presence. Then the camera closes in on her in slow motion, having just turned around to reveal her female form (emphasized through her braided pigtails and small frame relative to the massive gun she carries), her eyes staring wildly, shocked and scared, at the camera. Interestingly, on YouTube, one of the most popular clippings of the movie is the appearance of sniper (with more than 213,000 views at the time of this writing).
In the end, there is a prolonged scene of her dying, including a soldier humping the air in celebration of his "first kill," his gun pointed from his crotch to symbolize losing his virginity-narratively assimilating her into the prostitute figure, particularly as her killing was represented as a sexual declaration of manhood. Before that, though, there is a critical moment of Joker's rifle jamming. Instead of an expected linear narrative of him finally shooting the enemy, time stops for a moment, preventing the Joker from progressing, and startling the audience. This temporal hiccup is also the condition of possibility for the sniper's awakening. Shock and enchantment, implied by the slow-motion and climactic progression to this scene, critically signal traces of History 2. I understand these affects as traces of a social order or a subject emerging, not yet understood or assimilated into racial-sexual logics. She is neither the perversely masculine, racialized enemy nor the feminized racial victim the audience expects. She throws into suspense the usual connection between visual culture, Asianness, gender, and sexuality; her appearance stops us, offering time to, perhaps, perceive something different, or differently. As if mimicking a vexed psychic process of (mis)recognition, the film gradually reveals her to its viewers. The film's slowmotion close-up of her face and upper body turning suggests a cognitive trouble of viewers processing what they are seeing. This temporal, psychic pause offers us a glimpse into a nondeterministic (and in my lexicon, "queer") racial-sexualgender schema, something without a knowable outcome, or someone "too alien to comprehend." 9 The VSW is shocking to viewers because she is not what they were supposed to expect, nor does the moment of her appearance relieve the confusion over her racial, sexual, and gender identifications. The VSW exceeds the racial, capitalist logics that require her to become the anachronistic foil for US modernity. US rifle in hand, a belt of plastiques arranged around her waist, and braided pigtails encircling her face, her body condenses the nightmare that the United States tries not to acknowledge as real-that a poor, backwards country in the Global South could have an equally sophisticated military, and that the embryonic, vulnerable, racialized Other perhaps does not want or need US liberal democracy. The VSW embodies some of the most troubling global resonances of Vietnam War for the United States that are anxiously buried: The exposure of liberal democracy as a hypocritical ideological formation of white patriarchal capitalism, the emasculation of the US military, and the failure to categorize and exploit the Oriental under previous racial-sexual logics.
The film's success has unexpected effects. On the one hand, the final scene of the VSW's eroticized death seems to cycle more common images of dying, hypersexual Vietnamese women as the foil for the US soldiers' loss of innocence. It reproduces profitable cinematic narratives of the war that rely on Vietnamese women's sexual labor as the currency that secures post-Vietnam soldier masculinities of guilt-ridden, moralistic heroes destroyed by the evils of warring.
On the other hand, the film's success also makes it possible for the scene of her initial appearance to be played over and over again without the ending, never truly escaping from view or audience memory. People have virtually cut out her death scene on the Internet. Her image survives in marginalized political economies of viewing that do not actually end with her demise. Unsettling the "totalizing thrusts" of History 1, the VSW belongs to a different past-one intimately intertwined with racial capitalism's need for Vietnamese women's sexual labor, but whose reproduction (through rewatching) does not inevitably reproduce the logics of liberal capital. The edited clip of her appearance acts as an archival document that makes available a VSW past that does not inevitably lead to more profitable narratives of her compulsory death, or eventual conformity to the gender, sexual, and political norms and labors expected from women of color by the state. The VSW scene therefore is a past with no ultimately knowable present-a surprising moment of the past that does not inevitably secure US claims to sovereignty as the moral protector of the free world. Here, separated from narrative closure, the VSW provides the context for the emergence of new social arrangements, identities, and practices.
While narrative temporality is a powerful tool that allegorizes liberal progress, as evidenced in the return of the sexually violated native woman, the pauses and hiccups deserve a critical eye. This appearance of the VSW is inconsistent with those recognizable gendered, sexual, and temporal markers through which "Asian" "native" woman is commonly articulated and recognized-subservient, pre-modern, sexually primitive-in US mass culture. Full Metal Jacket juxtaposes the VSW's body (poor, young, female, racialized, vulnerable) against the modern military technology and sophistication of her militant aesthetic, which was narrated throughout the film as symbolic of US masculine power and advanced global status. Her appearance is surprising and troubling because it evidences a temporal coevality between the apparently irrational, primitive governmentality of socialism and the modernity of US technological/military sophistication. Full Metal Jacket's VSW cites US modernity with the aesthetic of military and technological sophistication without actually being a replica of the US, destabilizing colonial teleologies of development toward a preordained, knowable future (i.e., the "gook" does not inevitably become or want to be an American). These temporal hiccups describe a temporality where the connection between past, present, and future cannot be determined with certainty. Laid bare, the surprise appearance of the VSW in the film resists racial-sexual processes of recognition through her appropriation of (white) US modernity and her initial gendered misrecognition. As a VSW, she enables a genderqueered, anti-imperialist mockery of US symbols of militarized modernity, and threatens to unsettle the linear narration of her inevitable exploitation by the soldiers. That is, her eventual assimilation into familiar narratives of racial-sexual violation alerts us to the ways US cultural products of the Vietnam War fear VSW futurity, and suggests the ending as more an anxious, incomplete attempt at resolving her contradictions.
A similar anxiety about the VSW appears in cultural products made by Vietnam War soldiers. Soldier-produced cartoons, anecdotes, and images provide a rare glimpse into how soldiers mediated their cognitive responses to the appearance of VSW, whose militancy and armed aesthetic contradicted G.I.-inherited narratives of Asian women. For instance, two books written for soldiers, called Sorry 'Bout That! (1966) and Be Nice! (1968) by Kevin Melvin (a pseudonym for two anonymous US soldiers), deal with the reality of armed Vietnamese women from the perspective of US servicemen. Interestingly, rarely are Vietnamese women even drawn in uniform or with visible weaponry. Most cartoons depict her in a revealing dress or a provocative version of the ao dài.
As if paranoid about their own emasculation, US soldiers' imaginings of Vietnamese women fighters insisted upon the fallacy of her racialized hypersexualization. Vietnamese women's bodies are revealed to be girlish and physically immature "underneath" their sexually aggressive or militant surfaces, maintaining US male soldiers' own sexual superiority and maturity. A common image in comics sold to US soldiers depicted sexually enhanced bodies of Vietnamese women as concealing-then stripped and revealed to contain-grenades and phallic stakes. A limerick in Sorry 'Bout That! tells the tale in narrative form: "A bar girl wore 38 D's / Rather much for a Vietnamese / So they searched her, with pleasure / And discovered this treasure / One grenade, one plastique, two punjis" (30). The accompanying drawing, though, only shows a woman's side profile of her chest, enlarged presumably by the presence of her weapons. The materiality of the VSW's military equipment is un-representable as anything other than a tool for/of white male sexual fantasy.
Masculinity, particularly as the traditional realm of military gear and weaponry, does not naturally stick to Asian bodies in Orientalist logics. In a Vietnamese woman, masculinity appears as excessive, shocking, or simply impossible. The VSW both in Full Metal Jacket and in Kevin Melvin's G.I. books rely on Orientalist logics that deny masculinity to Asian women and are based upon a knowable, racially sexed anatomy: viewers are first presented with a body that is "properly" gendered by Orientalist frameworks (in the cartoons, a passing, civilian, hypersexual Vietnamese woman, and in the film, a perceived adult male Viet Cong soldier). Her exposure as the supposed opposite (a Viet Cong soldier and an innocent young girl, respectively), or as the not necessarily "true" race-gender as perceived constitutes the climax under which she is caught and punished. US soldiers literally cannot recognize the Viet Cong woman's transgressive gender unless she disappears either as a hypersexualized Vietnamese woman or as a troubling/troubled farce.
Discourse surrounding a masculinized Viet Cong enemy anxiously denied masculinity to Viet Cong women, taking effort to reveal the "truth" about Asian women as physically immature, or sexually enticing. In other words, it is the epitome of normative Orientalist fetishism, whereby the challenge to white male sexual sufficiency is guaranteed at the constant insistence of the white masculinity's construction of the female Asian body-even, and especially at the site of something that destabilizes the racial-gender logics of her underdevelopment. The fear of the VSW extends, too, to the specter of gender and sex trouble that so often mediates racial discourse.
The repetitive insistence on the VSW's impossibility makes the denial of Vietnamese military masculinity political. The VSW is a political challenge to US cultural representations that try to assimilate Vietnamese women into whatever assuages the anxieties concerning the vulnerability of US masculine power and the state's position in the global order. The VSW is a striking reminder of America's sexual and military failure to conquer, win the desire of, liberate, and make transparent the "Asian woman." Indeed, while Full Metal Jacket and Kevin Melvin's cartoons seek to enforce History 1's imperial time premised on assimilating Asian womanhood into transparent racial-sexual landscapes of terror and exploitation of their reproductive capacities, the VSW remains present, threatening to undo its natural progression by pointing to those times and subject not yet or incompletely translated into known racial-sexual frameworks.
Vietnamese Sniper Women and Vietnamese America
In 2010, during Vietnamese singer Dam Binh Hung's concert in San Jose, California, Ly Tong, arguably the most well-known political agitator within the Vietnamese American community, dressed as a woman to approach Hung on stage and spray mace in the singer's face. Hung is a gay pop singer from Vietnam whose visit to California incited protests by Vietnamese Americans who view him as a representative of the communist government from which they fled. Tong, on the other hand, served in the South Vietnamese Air Force and is known for various exploits, including organizing a hunger strike to retain Little Saigon's title in San Jose and hijacking planes flying over communist countries like Vietnam and North Korea to drop anticommunist leaflets. Whether his stunts are seen as heroic or deranged in the Vietnamese American diaspora, his cross-dressing and the inadvertent citing of revolutionary women in a South Vietnamese American context that largely ignores/forgets the history of contributions of women in uniform on both sides of the war is interesting. In this section, I explore what this queer performance of the VSW means in the context of her absence in Vietnamese American claims to historical recovery.
The VSW in Vietnamese American history is often not discussed at all. The dominance of Anglo-American remembrances of the war already eclipses the presence of South Vietnamese contribution and loss, and strategically forgets the US betrayal and abandonment of the South Vietnamese at the end of the war. Yen Le Espiritu eloquently summarizes US discussions as a "personalist, ahistorical, and ultimately 'we-win-even-when-we-lose' account of the war and its aftermath" (2014, 82) . For Vietnamese American subjects, their recognition as subjects within US national culture is predicated upon their ability to uphold US retellings of the war as ultimately moral and successful, so the most valued narratives and performances of Vietnameseness in the US include affects of refugee and soldier gratitude-narratives that reiterate Vietnamese Americans as objects of US liberation fantasies (M. Nguyen 2012 137) . And yet, South Vietnamese oppositional investments in certain narratives of the war are sometimes complicit with refashioning the same discourses of modernity that erase their presence in US histories of the war-namely, liberalism.
Claims to historical presence are always contested for minority subjects, yet there is still something to be said about exactly what is, ideally, recuperated and how loss is apprehended in efforts to recover their absence in US history with narratives of affirmation. Precisely how community injuries are recognized and repaired matters. The inclusion of South Vietnamese memories, however vexed, in US-state genealogies of war historicism is also grounds for liberal ideologies that exchange selective recognition by the state for complicity in its amnesia and violence-and the burial of the VSW is critical to this shift.
Generally motivated by a desire to represent, or make visible, subaltern pasts that have been omitted in mainstream narratives of the nation, minority histories have increasingly become tied to post-WWII multicultural democracies. As such, successfully incorporated narratives of Vietnamese American experiences are also liberal technologies of power that work to evidence certain antiracist, culturally inclusive ideas as hegemonic. The formation of a Vietnamese American subject or history capable of being read as nationalist is always predicated on a dispersal of devaluation onto others-most often racialized queers. As Grace Kyungwon Hong (2015) observes, the most common way racialized subjects and communities are reinscribed as proper subjects of the nation is through what she terms, "reproductive respectability"-that is, through narratives of the Vietnamese family as having the capacity for bourgeois reproductive relations. 10 It is not insignificant that popular Vietnamese American depictions of the war, such as the film Journey from the Fall (2006) , represent the trauma of war as a heteronormative Vietnamese family drama. For Vietnamese who were dehumanized as whores, effeminate men, and other perverse characters, distinguishing themselves as resembling the civility of Euro-American Christian nuclear family units was both a historical necessity for their memories to be legible in history, and a way to gain entry into ethical and social institutions that ironically reproduce hegemonic racialized gender and sexual relations.
It is unclear whether or not Tong's attack was motivated by Dam's homosexuality, or his assumed communist stance. Tong's cross-dressing and the genderqueer appearance of the VSW complicate any facile parallels between queerness and political dissent. If Vietnamese Americans' recounting of the war reiterate heteropatriarchy to capitalize on the abstraction of revolution as a space of cisgender manhood, and women as bearers of cultural, social, and physical reproduction, then the appearance of the VSW as a South Vietnamese soldier fighting against communism is striking, to say the least. The VSW here embodies what Chakrabarty (2000) describes as "other kinds of pasts" and "other ways of being in the world" that exceed the Vietnamese woman's instrumental status as creator of normative lineage and generation, as well as the cis-masculine boundaries of militant revolution. Tong's performance of the VSW exceeds capital's demand for the control of Vietnamese women's reproductive capacities and affective labor in the diaspora (and nation-state) by rendering her anatomically and sexually unknowable-a racial sociality of which there is no single gendered and sexual epistemological precedent under liberal capitalist logics.
Given this value system, the VSW as a cross-dressing man signals a profound crisis in the heteronormative construction of reality with which most Vietnamese American cultural representations of the war (try to) secure consensus for state recognition. In the face of erasure by US soldiers or by state efforts to assimilate them into more innocent narratives of immigration, the South Vietnamese sought state recognition as legitimate bearers of the war's trauma by essentially narrating their costs from the war as disruption to a heteropatriarchy-secured future of biologically and affectively normative family generations. The VSW cannot be represented as holding any value under these terms. This figure posits a different, alternative past of South Vietnamese subjectivity and unified claims to violence by revealing representations of South Vietnamese soldiers as masculine but not necessarily exclusionary of Vietnamese women, and by opening the possibility that militant men recognized themselves in Vietnamese women.
Tong's drag performance opens the possibility of imagining a future of resistance not through the remembrance of patriarchal sacrifice and the production of children, but through creative, improvised, imagined identifications with other subjects and desires. It placed revolution and anticommunism alongside an elderly, cross-dressing Vietnamese woman, imagining culture, history, memory, and futurity being replicated in a multiplicity of conflicting and simultaneous ways. Instead of reproducing the symbolic economy of male soldiers, it improvises a history of Vietnamese revolutionary women (who, for the most part, fought against them as Viet Cong soldiers) to mobilize an anticommunist response, relying not on their ability to produce children, but their militant mobilizations against previous colonizers. The VSW's appearance here signals the impossibility of historical totality by destabilizing taken-for-granted heteronormative nationalist formations and their hegemonic gender markers, but nonetheless accedes to the demands of futurity by opening queer Vietnamese imaginaries and identifications that have been foreclosed.
Vietnamese Sniper Women and Liberal Feminism
At the Indochinese Women's Conference in Vancouver, in 1971, a white lesbian asked the group of Vietnamese women on the panel whether or not they knew of lesbian revolutionary fighters, clarifying what she meant by asking whether or not female Vietnamese soldiers had sex with each other during the war. Without answering her question, some of the Southeast Asian (North and South Vietnamese, and Laotian) delegates left the stage. This particular dialogue would spark the outrage of women of color feminists at the conference, who saw the radical lesbian group's political motivations as a form of white feminist imperialism. This conflict would be remembered as some of the important conversations connecting racism, sexism, heterosexism, colonialism, capitalism, militarism, and nationality that would eventually be articulated more thoroughly decades later in terms and analytics such as Kimberly Crenshaw's intersectionality, or transnational feminism (Wu 2013) . I want to propose a slightly different reading from Wu's, one that looks deeper into their act of leaving the stage as articulating a queer of color sensibility before the naming of it as such was possible.
The VSW took on very different shapes in the imaginations of North American feminists. While she had a vague, contentious presence in American and Vietnamese American representations of the war, the VSW was a hypervisible, categorically admired figure in feminist antiwar, women of color, and lesbian movements in Canada and America during and after the war. However, despite these groups' critiques of US imperialism and the nation-state-and they were surely not without contradictions among themselves-they shared some very important affinities with their antagonists. That is, whether it was women of color claims to reproductive respectability or white lesbian politics of visibility and representation, the discursive meanings of the VSW were fought over with unwitting investments in the logics of liberalism: the devaluation of racialized sexual and gender-deviancy.
One of the few organized encounters between Indochinese women and North American feminist groups was the Indochinese Women's Conference in Toronto and Vancouver in 1971. Close to a thousand North American women came to engage directly, for the first time, with six women from Southeast Asia (North and South Vietnamese, and Laotian) during the war to build a transnational antiwar movement. And while the importance of this moment for feminist solidarity and progressive politics cannot be stressed enough, none of the North American feminists seriously challenged the heteronormative or homonormative tenants of liberal ideology even as they antagonized some of its other tenants, reproducing dangerous assumptions about women of color and sexuality.
One particular dialogue between white lesbians and heterosexual women of color during this conference animates my discussion. The women of color's glorification of the VSW as a mother and the white lesbians' LGBT politics of visibility were both complicit in liberal violences that made the VSW impossible to recognize as queer. Some feminists of color were criticized for deeming questions of sexuality and lesbianism irrelevant. Others insisted that gender non-normativity was a white women's issue, which normalized heteropatriarchy as antiracist revolution. This split between white lesbians and straight women of color is perhaps most stark to potential queer women of color at the conference as well as queer women of color historians who might come across this conference in the archives. Similar to South Vietnamese nationalists, the women of color at the conference asserted themselves as respectable women through discourses of bourgeois femininity. In Judy Tzu-Chun Wu's interviews with some of the women of color participants, many drew lines of sexual and gender alterity with race. A Chicana activist, for instance, said her friends were "more traditional in their appearance," whereas the white women sported unshaved legs, fatigues, and combat boots, mapping gender non-normativity or deviation onto racial divides (Wu 2013) .
The contradiction between the VSW's militant imagery and the delegates' main call for an end to the war was resolved by ideas of revolutionary maternalism. Seeing it as a reification of masculine violence, military imagery ran counter to their feminist peace negotiations. Many of these dissonances were resolved with "common-sense" maternal necessity. One widely circulated image in US movement publications like the Black Panther and Gidra featured the same drawing of an Asian female peasant, carrying both a rifle and a baby. She appears simultaneously maternal and militant. In fact, the image suggests that these are mutually constituted virtues of traditional Vietnamese womanhood, advocating the state-sponsored narrative that in order to be a virtuous mother, a woman must take up arms in times of war. As Wu (2013) explains, this was reinforced by the select Southeast Asian women who spoke at the conference. Nonetheless, it suggests that revolutionary womanhood is articulated by fighting for one's family, class, and nation. More perniciously, it rationalizes the fulfillment of heteronormative familial responsibility as a wartime duty. In this way, the women of color feminists aligned with Vietnamese Confucian ideals that expect women to be loyal to the three submissions (to the father, husband, and son). What unfolds in this selective encounter with Southeast Asian women is a VSW defined within a maternalist and heteropatriarchal regime of identification.
While many of the conference-goers were moved by the delegates' testimonies of heterosexual maternal loss, Vietnamese motherhood cannot simply be consigned to Vietnamese national norms or bourgeois sentimentality. Feminists of color have pointed out the ways in which racism renders questions of motherhood precarious and contradictory. Material relations of antiblackness, settler colonialism, and perpetual warring abroad accumulate capital by alienating racialized and colonized subjects from normative kinship both with foreclosed reproduction and coercive/forced reproduction. Counter to some queer theorists's rejection of procreation and affective sentimentality of futurity as a protest to heteronormative and LGBT politics investments in the state and capital (which assumes the connection between familial, reproductive generations and the passing on of wealth and nationhood), 11 women of color have documented the ways capitalist accumulation and the sentimentalized protection of bourgeois childhood was precisely dependent on the exploitation of and capital extraction from the procreative abilities of the colonized.
Enslaved and colonized procreation would reproduce not a future of protected life, but their social and often literal death as integral sources of racial capital. In the context of sanctioned collective rape, militarized prostitution, and service economies, US confusions over who was and was not the enemy (and their age), soldiers fathering and abandoning their children, coerced mass evacuation of non-orphaned children, and disabling carpet bombing and napalm defoliants that remain in Vietnam to this day, Vietnamese motherhood was not necessarily characterized by the passing on of social and economic wealth, or national belonging. Vietnamese motherhood was both inside and outside of heteropatriachy in this sense. Indeed, Vietnamese motherhood during the war conjured not bourgeois heteronormative sentimentality and futurity, but exposed the queer ways that death was as much a part of Vietnamese procreation as life during and after the war, particularly for poor women. Unlike the mother figure for Vietnamese American representations of the war, the VSW in the imaginations of feminists of color did not simply exalt motherhood, but also cited longer histories in which racialized heterosexual motherhood is often in excess of legitimated kinship formations.
The radical lesbians, on the other hand, were criticized by the women of color for asking intrusive questions about the Indochinese women's sexualities. One antiwar activist recalled, "Some of the radical lesbians just pissed me off. They pissed everybody off. . . . They had asked if the [Vietnamese] women had sex together in the fields. . . . And it was, like, how rude. I mean, you know, these women are fighting for their lives and you're asking what we thought was a trivial question" (Wu 2013, 234) . Offended, one Vietnamese woman left the stage with the white lesbian's question left unanswered. The radical lesbians defined sexual revolution through a politics of visibility-the freedom to perform homosexual acts, and openly pursue lesbian relationships. In other words, they reinstalled what Puar (2007) would later call a "homonationalist" project (in the context of the War on Terror) that relied on civilizational narratives of sexual modernity-understood as lesbian and gay liberal rights discourses, visibility, and Euro-American constructs of identity-to accord some bodies and places the status of "true" revolution and progress, and others not. In doing so, they projected the political motivations of the Indochinese delegates and measured the state of their social progress as temporally belated, putting them within, not outside, the racial-sexual imperatives of globalization, national authority, and imperialism.
But the Southeast Asian delegates improvised a protest right then and there, leaving the stage offended. They immediately recognized that the benefits of visibility and recognition are unevenly distributed in this terrain. The voyeuristic inquiry into the delegates' sex lives "in the fields" reproduces the surveillance logics of the US military, which endanger their lives by trying to locate where and who they are by trying to construct knowable racial-sexual bodies in order to exploit them, not to protect them. By literally leaving the stage in protest, the VSW refused to remain bound to the visual economy of bourgeois, white experiences of gender and sexual expression. It was a political act that both undid the LGBT modernist paradigm that would relegate racialized others as anachronistic in the history of sexual liberation. At the same time, it opened up space for Asian queer desire that arises from the sexual and gendered estrangements of Vietnamese womanhood itself, and from imagining mechanisms of freedom outside state recognition and visibility.
Conclusion
Learning about Vietnamese female fighters on all sides of the war was a pivotal part of my own queer feminist politics and identity, whether or not they would have my best interest in mind during the actual war. I situated their struggles against US imperialism, patriarchy, and racism as an inheritance of sorts, identifying them as potential political ancestors whose political lineage was multiple, contradictory, and discontinuous enough to include those with less access to racial-sexual legitimacy on the other side of the Pacific, fifty years later. Indeed, in the context of sexist, racist, queerphobic and/or transphobic practices in historiography, personal and collective history for queer of color subjects who cannot afford to separate those formations into discrete entities, history often seems like a series of roadblocks and fragments picked up in yearnings for wholeness. Desires that make impossible leaps across disparate times and places to draw precarious, unimagined connections such as these, all despite the lack of authorized accounts of their teleological relation, demand and enact political stances worth mulling over.
It was this "hiccup in sequential time"-between a female Viet Cong soldier's foiled attempt at killing everyone in my father's house (and by extension, me) in 1963, and my (re)imagining of this moment, her speculative anti-imperial politics, and particularly her as a dykey Asian idol a generation later-that bound us together, albeit dangerously, tentatively (Freeman 2010, 3) . In retrospect, my imaginative sense of association with her signaled a connection that lies beyond any transparent, inevitable, or safe conception of community. It was a unity not based on unanimity, mutual identification, equivalence of experience, or historical evidence. Too young, too "Westernized," too scared, I could not have literally joined female Vietnamese revolutionary fighters on either side of the war, nor do I want to. But queer of color subjects are often forced to reinscribe the temporality of inheritance and singular lineage by gesturing to the alternative, heterogeneous temporality of the multiple futures any memory or figure can invoke. That is, while the appearance of Vietnamese women in the North American archives would inspire others to imagine her and her political visions more narrowly as maternal fighters of the nation or conniving cis-feminine Asian figures, my childhood reminds me that the VSW can also invoke queer, lesbian, and trans Asian futures. This sense of connection forces us to pay attention to how time and history under liberal capitalism are infused with ambiguous identifications, precarious desires, and distinct ways of knowing: queer genealogies held together only by longing and inchoate dreams, or a shared lineage with those who might have killed you. These formations call into question "natural" temporal arrangements by indicating that time is not passive, transparent, or teleological; we produce and are produced by time, we produce its meanings and its often consequential arrangements, and we work very hard both to make time what it is and to exist in the face of its exclusions.
As an emasculating nightmare, as a cross-dressing revolutionary fighter, or as a protester against white lesbian imperialism, the VSW prompts us to invest in an interpretive project of history and to question what VSW offers for a different future-a future not predicated on Vietnamese women's return to logics that insist on their death, primitivism, sexual availability, or familial duty. The VSW's moments of unintelligibility, surprise, or disappearance in the memories of those who would encounter her open up possibilities for different futures, ones based on the "what could have been" of history and Vietnamese women that would otherwise be subsumed in received histories of the war. The VSW exceeds narratives inherited from liberal imaginations of "what was" and "what will inevitably be," which are based on the management of highly diverse peoples and places, and require a productive a racial-sexual ordering of difference in the service of white American patriarchal capitalism. By exploring the ways the VSW have been narrated, represented, and remembered in the context of numerous investments in the tenets liberalism and historicism, I do not purport to correct these versions with more authentic or more radical narratives. Rather, I am arguing instead for a sustained and vigilant engagement with the epistemological and ontological frameworks that would use the VSW to stabilize liberal temporalities, only for her to threaten the attainment of such stability. Indeed, the VSW is always already a sign of multiple, incommensurate stories at one time. Undisciplined and conflicting, the VSW index the constraints liberal historicism puts on Vietnamese women and queer of color subjects, while giving us glimpses of political possibility beyond them.
1. Emancipatory discourses of freedom and progress, such as Western Marxism and liberalism, have a foundation in historicism, that is, a mode of thinking about history as an empty, limitless container in which any object or event can be unproblematically entered while retaining an essential universality of conception throughout its existence and attaining full expression through a process of development in secular, historical time. Euro-American liberal modernity preached this Enlightenment historicism and humanity while denying it to the colonized, rendering them anachronistic, late, or embryonic in their simultaneous existence. For discussion of how post-Enlightenment universal humanism influenced modern historicism, see Chakrabarty 2000; Lowe 2015a.
2. The Vietnam War was discussed in many different political projects and communities, including black radical theorists, civil rights activists, and LGBT folks. For the purposes of this essay, I do not focus on these archives, as Vietnamese women do not feature prominently in their discussions.
3. Liberal capitalism disciplines and naturalizes historical categories, organizing the nomenclature of liberal capital-equality, rights, progress, citizenship, liberty-into products of historical development. As Ferguson (2004) argues, liberal capitalist ideologies typically understand heterosexuality as evidence of said progress and development, eclipsing its reliance on racialized discourses of non-normative gender and sexual practices to represent dysfunction and belatedness. This implies that liberal capitalist ideologies disavow race, gender, and sexuality's mutuality, making unthinkable their intersectionality and saliency in forming social practices, such as historical narration.
4. By "impossibility," I take up Gayatri Gopinath's definition of the politics of impossibility as recognizing the "range of oppositional practices, subjectivities, and alternative visions of collectivity" that fall outside of "expected" times of racial capital-that is, the hegemonic histories and subjects associated with and posited by the state and capital (Gopinath 2005, 20) .
5. See Stur 2011, 27-38. 6 . The Vietnam War served an important function in America as a focal point of ideological conflict between Manichean oppositions of capitalism versus communism, socialism versus imperialism, democracy versus despotism, First World versus Third World. Economically, the containment of communism in Vietnam was partially motivated by the threat of communism "infecting" places like the Philippines and Indonesia, which were sources of cheap labor, tourism, and military bases for the US post-WWII America sought to achieve the military superiority, economic supremacy and ideological predominance necessary to determine the terms of post-WWII economic internationalism and to establish secure access to raw materials and markets (V. Nguyen 1997, 613-14) . In other words, the containment of Vietnam was not just a proxy effort to contain the Soviet Union diplomatically, but a neocolonial effort to perform technological and economic modernity in relation to Asia. Vietnam's communist mobilizations were thus a threat to the imperatives of US-led global capitalism, which required new spaces for capitalist development and racialized disposable labor in the Global South. One could also put the Vietnam War and the Cold Wars in Asia into the context of a longer history of racial capitalism and liberal empire, whereby the US settler imperial imaginary racialized Vietnamese people at a distance from liberal ideas of civilization and human freedom to justify control over territory and the management of labor and social space.
